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1. General comments

This is a nice paper, which I enjoyed reading very much. I recommend it for publication
if my criticisms below can be addressed (may need “Major revisions”).

2. Specific comments

2.1. Major comments.

• p2959, L22: [5] discusses a stochastic (GLV: Generalised Lotka-Volterra) mecha-
nism for generating a Pareto distribution — did the authors look into this at all?

• p2970–2972: A limitation of this approach is that it only involves binary collisions.
Direct numerical solutions (eg [4, 8]) have shown clear grouping and [4] showed
the group size had a power-law distribution. This could be an interesting way to
look at this, especially in combination with the thermodynamics part (letting the
groups freeze together if it’s cold enough).

• p2972 L17: “This choice eliminates the need for keeping track of sea ice morphol-
ogy”. If the model can produce a good estimate of ridging history (even just a
ridging density), both [2] and [6] observed that floe break-up mostly happened at
pre-existing weaknesses (cracks and ridges), so there could be some way of connect-
ing floe size distribution with ridge density in the case of wave break-up.

• p2974 L15: It is worth discussing/mentioning [7] here.
• p2975 L10: here the amplitude depends on dλ — is this not a problem?
• p2975 L19 The authors are correct that wave heights are roughly Rayleigh dis-
tributed (assuming a Gaussian distribution of wave elevations [1] — ie this doesn’t
apply to mono-chromatic waves (swell waves)). However, I am not sure that it is
correct to apply it to individual wave frequencies or frequency bands. [9] used a
Rayleigh distribution for the strain spectrum, so the breaking probability consid-
ering the full spectrum was proposed to be:

Pbreaking = P(|ε| > εbreaking) = (2/ε2)e−ε2
breaking

/(2ε2)

This could be used as the total breaking probability but it doesn’t give any idea
about the floe sizes produced by the breaking. The authors are suggesting using
the wave spectrum to get the floe sizes, which is not a bad idea. It could be used
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in conjunction with the above perhaps, eg.

Pf (r, λ) = Pbreakingθ(r − λ/2)

∫ λ+∆λ
λ S(λ′)dλ′

∫ 2r
0 S(λ′)dλ′

,

Pbreaking =

∫

∞

0
Pf (r, λ)dλ =

∫ 2r

0
Pf (r, λ)dλ

• Related to the above point: I think the Rayleigh distribution should be

Pwa = (2/a2)e−a2/(2a2)

so

a2 =

∫

∞

0
S(λ)dλ = H2

s /16 =

∫

∞

0
a2Pwada.

Also, in (20), why truncate at λ < r instead of (λ/2) < r since a wavelength of λ has
maximum strain at both peaks and troughs (as the authors point out themselves)?

• p2975 L1: Breaking time-scale: the authors determine it from the grid size and
the wave speed. I think this is similar to using the model time step such as done
by [3] or [9]. Both are somewhat artificial. [2] noticed the breaking front travelled
at 0.25cg — perhaps this implies the time-scale should be ≈ 0.25 times the wave
period?

2.2. Minor comments.

• Is equation (4) correct? When I tried to derive it from (3) I got:

∂t∂r∂hC(r, t) = ∂t

(

f

πr2

)

=
1

πr2
∂tf −

2f

πr3
∂tr

∂tf =
2f

r
∂tr − πr2∂r

(

f

πr2
∂tr

)

− πr2∂h(f∂th)

=
4f

r
∂tr −∇r · (fG)

• Eqn (5): δ is used many times in many contexts in this paper. Perhaps reserve
it for the delta function, and possibly also for the 1d function e.g. δ(rp, hp) →

δ(r− rp)δ(h−hp) (TC being a geophysical journal). Also perhaps define Ȧp nearer
to (5) (there is a delay of 1 page before it’s defined).

• What are the limits of the integral in (15)? Is it
∫

∞

r1

∫

∞

r2
(if so it is bad notation as

r1 and r2 are also the integrated variables)
• Should the left hand side of (16) be ∂tf?

• p2964: h/r → rh? (More natural to define the average using N as the weighting?)
• p2975 L19: I think the Rayleigh distribution should be

Pwa = (2/a2)e−a2/(2a2)
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so

a2 =

∫

∞

0
S(λ)dλ = H2

s /16 =

∫

∞

0
a2Pwada.

• p2975 L11: I couldn’t see the “normalised energy spectrum” the authors were
referring to on p11 of the WMO guide.

3. Typos

• p2959, L22: have same → have the same
• p2972, L19: the we → that we
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